The U.S. Military
& Police
by michael - herbert: keehn
October 22, 2016

I begin under the premise that “the mark of a stupid man is NOT that he does
not know, it is that he does not want to know.” This to say that the supporting
information set forth in this construction is readily available to the individual,
and has been for some time now, thus, if the individual finds himself doubting
the veracity of the content herein, he, or she, needs to do their independent
research and homework.
The intent of this construction is that we all have a clear view of the character
of the United States Military Forces, and United States Policing Forces as well.
To comprehend the character of these two forces, it is necessary to determine
what it is that Leadership expects them to protect or guard or annihilate
[completely destroy]. It is in understanding (comprehending) their mission,
that we will come to comprehend their character. And when I say “we”, I mean
not only the citizenry of the United States, but the individual policeman and
military-man, which also includes women in either occupation. I know that the
Policemen are told that their mission is to maintain law and order, and nothing
could be further from the truth. In the county I previously lived, the police cars
had “to protect and serve” written on the side of them, and that is no longer the
case. Oh, the police still protect and serve, but it is WHO they are protecting
and serving that goes some distance in defining their character. And the
military-man is told that he is fighting for freedom, and again, nothing could be
further from the truth.
Without going into the history of the National Debt, it is sufficient to say that
the Debt is trillions of dollars. The current collateral for this debt is the
productivity of the people of the United States. While the national debt is over
$19,737,000,000,000 (19.7 trillion or $60,780 per citizen), the total U.S. Debt
is over: $66,539,000,000,000 (66.5 trillion or $ 204,894 per citizen) according
to the U.S. Debt Clock.
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It is said that former President Abraham Lincoln ended slavery. That’s not
exactly true. Lincoln ended private slavery and replaced it with public slavery.
And the debt in the previous paragraph is our enslavement! The Leadership,
which rigged elections have placed in office, has obligated your productivity to
paying an ever increasing amount of money to the creditor of the United States,
herein referred to as the “banking elite”, in a Ponzi scheme. This Ponzi scheme
must ultimately result in the failure of the United States economy and currency
system as engineered by the Banking Elite with the willing help of the political
Leadership they control.
The economy has had to fail since the passage of the Emergency Banking Relief
Act (hereafter referred to as the Banking Relief Act) of March 9, 1933. This act
authorized the currency (Federal Reserve Note - FRN) used today in the United
States and is generally called “money.” However, if you look up the term
“money” in Black’s Law Dictionary - Sixth Edition, you will read:
"Money. In the usual and ordinary acceptation it means coins and paper currency used
as circulating medium of exchange, and does not embrace notes, bonds, evidences of
debt, or other personal or real estate." - Blacks Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition.

From this definition, we can see that “money” does not embrace notes as in
Federal Reserve Note, nor does it embrace evidence of debt. In reading the
following language, authorizing the issuance of the currency, we will find
evidence of debt.
"Upon the deposit with the Treasurer of the United States; (a) any direct obligation of
the United States; (b) any notes, drafts, bills of exchange or bankers acceptances
acquired under the provisions of this act, that any Federal Reserve Bank making such
deposits in the manner prescribed by the Secretary of the Treasury, shall be entitled to
receive from the Comptroller of the Currency, circulating notes in blank, duly registered
and countersigned." – Emergency Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933, Title 4

As the reader can see for themselves, (a) is public debt, and (b) is private debt.
Therefore the currency is issued upon the deposit of debt, both public and
private. As such, the currency has evidence of debt and therefore, cannot be
money. To be clear, we have had “paper money” in our history. There were
Gold Certificates and Silver Certificates, and neither of these two instruments
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were a note! When these certificates were in circulation, you could take a Gold
Certificate to a bank and be given gold coin in the amount of the Certificate.
The same was true for the Silver Certificate, except you would be given silver
coin in the amount of the certificate.
As the people have become more educated, Leadership has taken steps to
confuse the U.S. population. Today, if you read the definition of “money” in an
edition of Black’s Law dictionary later than the sixth, you will find a greatly
expanded definition of “money”. Whenever you encounter a definition that is
lengthy, it is generally a clear sign that Leadership is trying to trick the people.
For example, look up the word “person” in Black’s Law Dictionary. Be
prepared to read for a while. In short, the Congress of 1862 defined the word
“person” as a corporation, and there has been a lot of effort put into confusing
the people on this term, especially police and military. You will find the word
“person” used considerably in the statutes because the United States
government does not have jurisdiction over a living man or woman of the land,
thus, the need for Leadership to convert the status of the living man or woman
into a corporation, which is a dead person. And constitution protections and
rights do not apply to dead people. Thus, an individual whom Leadership has
converted into a “person” has no constitutional protections. If you are the
holder of a drivers license or a social security account, YOU ARE A “PERSON”, a
legal fiction.
Because the Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933 contained the language of the
Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917, the Banking Relief Act is
considered a war powers Act.
To comprehend what is taking place, we need to know that the Original “United
States” was a Government Services Entity, with some very specific and very
limited responsibilities, spelled out in Article I, Section 8, Clauses 1 through 18
of the Constitution for the United States.
Looking back into history, we find that in 1862, Lincoln bankrupted this
original Government Services Entity doing business as “United States”. It has,
since that time, been recreated several times due to bankruptcy. At one time,
this Government Services Entity was owned by the Vatican (Catholic Church)
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who sold it to the Banking Elite. The most recent version, “The United States,
Inc.” has been owned by the Banking Elite, and they have operated it to their
financial benefit. To get a better comprehension of this evolving transition,
click here.
It is enough to say that Leadership, without any fanfare announcement, has
adopted a separate Constitution for the Incorporated United States. This
Constitution is one word different than the Constitution for the republic of
these united States of America (lowercase “u” on “united” is intentional and
correct). Whereas the Constitution for the republic says: “Constitution for the
United States”, the Constitution for the Incorporated United States says:
“Constitution of the United States”, changing the source of the Constitution
from Organic (law of the people) to corporate.
This creates a monumental deception because, when one swears to protect
and defend the Constitution of the United States from all enemies, both foreign
and domestic, he is swearing an oath to the Corporate Constitution, not the
Constitution that so many American’s died to establish, and that so many
American’s have died in the mistaken belief they were defending. This is a fact
that must be kept from the minds of those in the military or possibly going to
join the military at some future date, as well as the American police. Thus, the
American people are deceived into believing and serving something FALSE! It
is highly unlikely that the Military and Police who have sworn such an oath are
aware of this deception since Leadership is silent on so much of its trickery.
For those interested in this fact, you may click here, and here and read page 6
of this document.

[Continued on Next Page]
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And that, right there, is sufficient for Americans to know that the United States
Military is the military of the Corporate United States under the control of the
Banking Elite, by and through the Leadership they control, and not the military
of the republic of these united States of America that the Constitution
mandates be maintained in all states of the Union.
And not only are the American people deceived, so are the Policemen and
Military applicants when they too swear an oath to defend and protect the
constitution of the corporate United States since they will not be informed the
Constitution to which they are swearing an oath is corporate and not of the
republic.
When the United States became corporate, the character of Congress changed
to that of Board of Directors, and the character of the President changed to
Chief Executive Officer of this corporation. Thus, Congress was/is no longer
able to pass laws for the republic of these united States of America, they have
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only been able to pass corporate rules that they like to call law, and then apply
those corporate rules to citizens of the fourteenth amendment, which are legal
fictions, i.e., dead people. When the “United States” was declared bankrupt by
President Franklin Roosevelt in 1933 the Judges throughout the United States
took, and continue to take, silent judicial notice that the United States is
bankrupt. Thus, the court system is administering the bankruptcy of the
United States, all kept secret from the American people, but especially the
Police and Military.
It is the job of the police to ring the bankrupt cash register by bringing
Americans into court whether or not there is an injured party. The
Government Court of today makes money in convictions, thus, hardly anyone
walks away from a government court without some form of conviction. It is the
reason that the United States has the highest per-capita prison population of
all countries on Earth.
Meanwhile, the Military, which we now know is actually the military of the
Banking Elite, has assigned tasks elsewhere. And perhaps I need to explain
this concept of the Military being under the control of the Banking Elite and
provide an example.
With a little historical perspective, we can get a grip on this concept. We may
remember that coming out of the Revolutionary War, the United States was in
debt. Our creditors were hounding us for payment so Leadership began
shopping around for a creditor to pay all the other creditors and then give us
time to organize and pay the bill. Surprisingly, perhaps, Great Britain became
our creditor who paid off the other creditors. But, Great Britain was only the
front man. The actual money came from the Banking Elite of England. Once
the individual begins to comprehend the criminal mind of the Banking Elite, it
will not be surprising at all.
The loan required collateral and came with stipulations, as all loans do. The
collateral was all the property owned by the United States. And one stipulation
was the creation of a National Bank. Thus, the first National Bank of the
United States was charted in 1791, and the titles to the collateral property were
placed in the bank for safe keeping. The Bank was, originally, 80% English
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owned, and 20% American owned. In a relatively short period of time, the
Bank was 100% English owned, thus, the Banking Elite had their hooks into
the United States.
Everything was quiet and peaceful for 20 years, but in 1811, the Bank Charter
expired and the Bank had to close its doors. Since the United States had not
paid its debt to England (read English Banking Elite) this made the Bankers
very unhappy. And since these Bankers controlled the English Leadership,
just like they control the United States Leadership today, they directed English
Leadership to attack the United States. Thus, we had the war of 1812. The
English sailed into Washington, D.C., burned the White House, burned the
President’s personal house, entered the Federal Courts and collected the titles
to their collateral property.
Rather quickly, Congress renewed the charter on the Bank, the property titles
were put back into the bank, and the happy English left. And that is the power
that a creditor has over the Leadership of a country which owes them money,
as is the case in the United States today as well as many other countries. Do
not deceive yourself, the Banking Elite control all U.S. Government Policy!
Agent Salinger:

"Yeah, but billions of dollars invested, simply to be a broker... there can't
be that much profit for them."

Mr. Calvini:

"No, this is not about making profit from weapons sales, it's about
control."

ADA Whitman:

"Control the flow of weapons, control the conflict?"

Mr. Calvini:

"NO... no, no. The IBBC is a bank. Their objective isn't to control the
conflict, it's to control the DEBT that the conflict produces. You see, the
real value of a conflict, the true value, is in the DEBT that it creates. You
control the debt, you control everything. You find this upsetting, yes.
But this is the very essence of the banking industry. To make us all,
whether we be nations or individuals, slaves to debt." – The International

Never have I heard it put so well. The essence of the banking industry – plain
and simple!
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And while President Andrew Jackson paid off the National Debt, and the United
States was debt free and a SOVEREIGN NATION, it didn’t last all that long.
England’s (Great Britain) provocateurs managed to stir up discontent between
Northern and Southern States, leading to the Civil War. And, once again, the
Bankers had tricked the United States into debt once again, and it has
remained in debt every since! Remember, a country CANNOT BE SOVEREIGN
and owe money or have a national debt!
Lincoln declared Martial Law, under which he brought the Northern Delegates
back into session under the bayonet. Thus, Congress was not seated as a
Constitutionally Empowered Legislative Body, it was now seated
unconstitutionally, under coercion and duress. Seated in this manner,
Congress cannot pass LAW for the republic of these united States of America,
and since Lincoln’s Martial Law has never been terminated, Congress has not
been able to pass law from that time forward. Failure to be educated on such
matters is the direct result of educational curriculum control by the Department
of Education whose job it is to make certain that the people of the United
States remain uneducated in matters that would empower them.
And from the Banking Relief Act of March 9 1933, we read:
"Section 1. The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations
heretofore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the President of the
United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since March 4, 1933 pursuant to the
authority conferred by subdivision (b) of section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as
amended, are hereby approved and confirmed." - Banking Relief Act of March 9, 1933

With this language, the Banker Controlled Congress of 1933 gave approval to
any executive order issued after March 9, 1933 without ever knowing what
executive order might be issued. This action illegally gave dictatorial powers to
the President of the United States over-which even the Supreme Court cannot
intervene and destroyed the separation of powers. Witness the banning of
chlorofluorocarbons (refrigerant R-12) by President George H. W. Bush to pay
back his financial supporter Dow Chemical, whose patent on R-12 was about
to expire and Dow held the patent on the only viable replacement refrigerant at
the time.
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The Supreme Court has ruled, more than once, that the Government has no
Duty to Protect anyone, e.g.:
“The Supreme Court ruled on Monday that the police did not have a constitutional duty
to protect a person from harm...” – Headline: Justices Rule Police Do Not Have a
Constitutional Duty to Protect Someone, New York Times, June 28, 2005

AND
"In light of the recent terror attack in Orlando, Florida many people are asking the
question, ‘What can the government do to protect the people?' Everything from
banning certain types of firearms to prohibiting people on the no-fly list from buying
guns to immigration reforms has been proposed as possible government solutions.
"However... law enforcement, does not have any duty to protect the general public?
Based on the headline and this information, you might assume this is a new, landmark
decision. However, it has long been the court's stance that... the American people are
responsible for taking case of their own personal safety." – Tribunist, June 16, 2016

Therefore, the job of the Police is: 1) to keep ringing the bankrupt cash register;
and 2) to keep the people of the United States suppressed and dominated
should they find out that their Government is one big criminal cabal.
The purpose of the military is to support the lies of Leadership, e.g., “Weapons
of Mass Destruction”, “North Vietnamese gun-boats attack innocent American
Naval Ship in Gulf of Tonkin”, and then go murder the people who are the
target of the lie while the natural resources of the country are commandeered
by the United States or corporations within.
Which brings us to the situation of today. Currently, our Leadership is
attempting to provoke World War III, with the willing help of the mainstream
misleadia which is also controlled by the Banking Elite. If the American people
allow their Leadership and the mainstream media to mislead them into World
War III, and that war goes nuclear as it most likely will, then life on Earth as we
have heretofore known it, comes to an end. It’s almost impossible to
comprehend the amount of destructive energy waiting to be released, but, allow
me to try.
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And we will do this exercise by examining the destructive force of one Trident
Nuclear Missile on board a nuclear submarine of the United States. One
Trident has more energy release than all weapons discharged in World War II.
That is, it has more energy release than all artillery shells fired from ground
based guns, all shells fired from ships, all bombs dropped, all mortar shells
fired, all hand grenades exploded, all bullets fired, including the Nagasaki and
Hiroshima nuclear bombs, by all Armies, in all theaters of World War II! And
there are twenty-three more Trident Missiles aboard the submarine, not to
mention the thousands of ground based nuclear missiles, some of which are
17,000 times more powerful than what we dropped on Nagasaki and
Hiroshima.
This now brings me to the emails that periodically circulate and tug on our
heart-strings, evoking an emotional response, like this one:

Will you give this to my Daddy?
As a Company, Southwest Airlines is going to support 'Red Fridays'.
Last week I was in Atlanta , Georgia attending a conference. While I was in the airport
returning home, I heard several people behind me beginning to clap and cheer. I immediately
turned around and witnessed one of the greatest acts of patriotism I have ever seen.
Moving through the terminal was a group of soldiers in their camos. As they began heading to
their gate, everyone (well almost everyone) was abruptly to their feet with their hands waving
and cheering.
When I saw the soldiers, probably 30-40 of them, being applauded and cheered for, it hit me.
I'm not alone. I'm not the only red-blooded American who still loves this country and supports
our troops and their families.
Of course, I immediately stopped and began clapping for these young unsung heroes who are
putting their lives on the line everyday for us so we can go to school, work and home without
fear or reprisal.
Just when I thought I could not be more proud of my country or of our service men and
women, a young girl, not more than 6 or 7 years old, ran up to one of the male soldiers. He
kneeled down and said 'hi.'
The little girl then asked him if he would give something to her daddy for her.
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The young soldier, who didn't look any older than maybe 22 himself, said he would try and
what did she want to give to her Daddy. Then suddenly the little girl grabbed the neck of this
soldier, gave him the biggest hug she could muster and then kissed him on the cheek.
The mother of the little girl, who said her daughter's name was Courtney, told the young soldier
that her husband was a Marine and had been in Iraq for 11 months now. As the mom was
explaining how much her daughter Courtney missed her father, the young soldier began to
tear up.
When this temporarily single mom was done explaining her situation, all of the soldiers
huddled together for a brief second. Then one of the other servicemen pulled out a
military-looking walkie-talkie. They started playing with the device and talking back and forth
on it.
After about 10-15 seconds of this, the young soldier walked back over to Courtney, bent down
and said this to her, 'I spoke to your daddy and he told me to give this to you.' He then hugged
this little girl that he had just met and gave her a kiss on the cheek. He finished by saying
'your daddy told me to tell you that he loves you more than anything and he is coming home
very soon.'
The mom at this point was crying almost uncontrollably and as the young soldier stood to his
feet, he saluted Courtney and her mom. I was standing no more than 6 feet away from this
entire event.
As the soldiers began to leave, heading towards their gate, people resumed their applause.
As I stood there applauding and looked around, there were very few dry eyes, including my
own. That young soldier in one last act of selflessness, turned around and blew a kiss to
Courtney with a tear rolling down his cheek.
We need to remember everyday all of our soldiers and their families and thank God for them
and their sacrifices. At the end of the day, it's good to be an American.
RED FRIDAYS — Very soon, you will see a great many people wearing Red every Friday. The
reason? Americans who support our troops used to be called the 'silent majority'. We are no
longer silent, and are voicing our love for God, country and home in record breaking numbers.
We are not organized, boisterous or over-bearing. We get no liberal media coverage on TV, to
reflect our message or our opinions. Many American, like you, me and all our friends, simply
want to recognize that the vast majority of Americans supports our troops.
Our idea of showing solidarity and support for our troops with dignity and respect starts this
Friday -and continues each and every Friday until the troops all come home, sending a
deafening message that... Every red-blooded American who supports our men and women
afar will wear something red.
By word of mouth, press, TV – let's make the United States on every Friday a sea of red much
like a homecoming football game in the bleachers.
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If every one of us who loves this country will share this with acquaintances, co-workers,
friends, and family. It will not be long before the USA is covered in RED and it will let our
troops know the once 'silent' majority is on their side more than ever; certainly more than the
media lets on.
The first thing a soldier says when asked 'What can we do to make things better for you?'
is...We need your support and your prayers.
Let's get the word out and lead with class and dignity, by example; and wear something red
every Friday.
IF YOU AGREE -- THEN SEND THIS ON.
IF YOU COULDN'T CARE LESS THEN HIT THE DELETE BUTTON --- IT IS YOUR CHOICE. I
don't know if you've seen this, but I couldn't delete it.
WE LIVE IN THE LAND OF THE FREE, ONLY BECAUSE OF THE BRAVE. THEIR BLOOD
RUNS RED — SO WEAR RED! — MAY GOD HELP AMERICA TO BECOME ONE NATION,
UNDER GOD AGAIN.

“Last week I was in Atlanta , Georgia attending a conference.” Who the hell is
“I”? “I” who? This whole message is unsigned, and that, right out of the
starting gate makes me suspicious. Perhaps it is genuine, but it doesn’t
appear to be. Mind control (manipulation) is at work at all levels of United
States Leadership, and I suspect this to be one of their many, many
manipulations.
Do not think that my heart does not go out to the misled and misinformed
people in the military who may believe they are protecting my freedom, but the
criminality of United States Leadership is now well known throughout the
world. And while my heart goes out to the men in U.S. military uniform, I
cannot, and will not support the murder of human beings by the United States
Military under the guise of lies, propaganda, and manipulation! The Banking
Elite initiates policy in which our Military goes into other countries and
murders the people there, then installs a puppet government followed by
stealing their resources or using the country to set up United States Military
Bases/Camps/Posts for further domination of that region of the world.
The message to us Americans is that if WE DO NOT support the murder of
foreign men, women and children, who have never caused Americans any
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harm, then WE are some form of unpatriotic bat-shot despicable individual who
should be reviled.
BRAINWASHING THE PEOPLE INTO WAR!
"Naturally the common people don't want war: Neither in Russia, nor in England, nor for
that matter in Germany. That is understood. But, after all, it is the LEADERS of the
country who determine the policy and it is always a simple matter to drag the people
along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a parliament, or a
communist dictatorship. Voice or no voice, the people can always be brought to the
bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is TELL THEM THEY ARE
BEING ATTACKED, and denounce the peacemakers for lack of patriotism and
exposing the country to danger. It works the same in any country." – Hermann Goering,
Adolf Hitler's second in command, speaking during the Nuremberg Trials of Nazi war
criminals at the end of World War II.

We, the people of the United States have allowed Psychopathic-Leadership to
have access to nuclear weapons, and that Leadership has been trying to find a
way to convince you that your life, and the lives of your family should come to
a radioactive end, so they can engage in some fantasy of New-World-Order in
which they [the Banking Elite] will control every resource and the lives of every
individual on the planet. A world where they sit in the underground cities they
have already built because the surface of the planet will be too radioactive for
anything to live, animal or vegetable.
Ultimately, I suspect the time is near when both the Military and Police of the
United States are going to have to make a choice. They are going to have to
decide if they are going to enforce un-Constitutional Corporate Rules,
support and defend the corporate Constitution of the corporate United
States, dominate and suppress the people of the United States, OR work
with the people of the United States to restore Lawful Civil Rule and
Authority, free the people of the United States from rampant tyranny,
and defend the Constituion for the republic for these united States of
America that so many Americans have died to establish, or died
believing this is the constitution they were serving. Time will tell whether
the United States military and/or United States Police are going to support and
protect criminals, or the good people of the United States.
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We should not deceive ourselves. The Military and the Police are both under
the control of the Banking Elite. And it is a choice whether or not to join either
of these [criminal Government] Services, even with the draft (selective service)
operational. Once you know the true nature of United States Leadership, you
wouldn’t trust them to push your baby carriage, let alone serve their criminal
enterprise!
Regarding Selective Service, commonly known as the Draft, one might take note
that the U.S. Department of Defense is publically traded for profit, as is the
whole of Government, which may be confirmed by examining this sampling or
with an appropriate Dun & Bradstreet Search. Thus every action of
Government with the people is by and through contract. And you cannot be
forced to contract, thus, you cannot be forced to serve in the Armed Forces of
the corporate United States. If you are opposed to going to other countries and
murdering people, don’t sign anything, and don’t do as directed. Should they
say, all applicants joining the Army, take one step forward, well, don’t do it. It’s
only with your signature and permission that they can use your body for their
personal gain.
VIDEO: Don’t Talk to the Police!
A little more on the next page>>>
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click the link>>>

LITTLE PLAY SOLDIERS

Two little soldiers
their games are such fun
each with his helmet
and little toy gun
pretending they’re lying
on the battlefield dead
after they’re tucked away
safe in their bed

Little white crosses
and their rows are so long
How will it END
if you don’t know it’s wrong
For little play soldiers
will never know why
we love them and kiss them
and send them to DIE

Little play soldiers
if only you knew
what kind of Battles
are waiting for you

Little play soldiers
if only you knew
what kind of Battles
are waiting for you

Quite, don’t disturb
all the innocence of youth
Tell them not to lie
But never tell them the truth
That men will fall and die
While little boys grow
But little play-soldiers
are too busy to know

Two little soldiers
their games are such fun
Each with his helmet
and little toy gun
pretending they’re lying
on the battlefield dead
after they’re tucked away
safe in their bed

Little play soldiers
if only you knew
what kind of Battles
are waiting for you
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